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            Edv. Munch: selfie 
 
 

His art was a provocation - his aim was communication 
 

The tension between Edvard Munch’s artistic vision and  
how he has been treated at home  

unmasks a country too small for his genius. 
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Munch in Hell is a documentary investigating and uncovering the mistreatment Edvard Munch 
was exposed to. Even today - regarded as one of our most important painters in the history of art - 
Munch still suffer lack of deserved appreciation from his home country. 
 
Edvard Munch´s extensive writings consists of notes, letters, literary works and even drafts for 
an auto-biography. This brings us close to his private thoughts and his own reactions to the public 
scandals and municipal, bureaucratic harassments he was abused with, and increasingly so the 
last 30 years of his life. - And onwards...  
 
Munch in Hell will let the painter tell the story in his own words - and as he predicted: beyond 
the grave. The documentary will let him comment on situations, interviews and events before and 
after his death. 
 
Munch´s direct qoutes reveals another story. He was not only a victim of suffering, traumas and 
nerves, but a witty, practical and determined man who even was occupied by ecological farming. 
(For some years he owned a farm for the purpose.) Much more practical in person than the 
fascinating, gloomy, mythological tradition built around him. - But nevertheless more true.  
 
Munch in Hell - the title refers to his painting Self-portrait in Hell from 1903 - will give new 
insight and understanding of Munch as a human being and likely as an artist. By following the 
many calamities in his life we will expose how the resistance he met was mirrored in his art.  
- A resistanse he exposed as a driving force in his art. 
 
Edvard Munch was not only inspired by international, cultural currents of his time. He strongly 
formed them. 

 
In terms of  Norway´s reception of Munch  

I think frequently one has to stand back and say 
poor Munch 

 
Professor Reinhold Heller 

University of Chicago 

The story 
Munch in Hell is a personal, interpreted documentary following the artist more or less 
chronological from the beginning of his career and up to this day - driven by escalating examples 
into more and more bizarre and unbelievable situations. The audience will experience how 
Munch in the beginning was attacked for being immoral and a piggish painter. Then how he was 
haunted by colleagues, neighbours and not at least by the tax authorities and the bureaucracy in 
the city of Oslo. This is unbelievable and astonishing taken into consideration that the legacy he 
left The City of Oslo has no equal in the history of art. In 1940 he bequeathed all his artifacts to 
the capital of Norway. The value of this explains itself when a version of the world´s most widely 
spread painted image - The Scream - in 2012 was sold at Sotheby´s in New York for no less than 
$ 119.000.000. Munch´s international acknowledgement is ever increasing - not at least due to 
successful exhibitions like The Modern Eye which had more than a million attendees when 
shown in France, Germany, England and Denmark. In comparision it was seen by 40.000 at The 
Munch Museum in Oslo. Today the political debate runs if the rich country of Norway really has 
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the will to finance and construct a decent modern museum for our most prominent artist. - Or not. 
 
 
 
 
 
After Munch´s death the list of injustices brought upon his legacy continued to grow: 
 

• His urn was placed on a shelf in the crematory 16 years before being buried. 
• His home Ekely was demolished by The City of Oslo in 1960 to give place for a parking 

lot. 
• It took 20 years to build a museum for his art - a museum which proved to be insufficient, 

situated on an unrepresentative place in Oslo. In the storage paintings have been damaged 
by humidity. The security in museum has proved to be bad. A curator stole artifacts and 
sold them through his wife´s gallery. The paintings The Scream and Madonna were 
during opening hours just taken down from the walls by robbers. 

• The Community of Oslo did not take full economical responsibility. Neither did major 
Norwegian companies. The museum has been dependent on international sponsorship. 

• Another version of The Scream was stolen in The National Gallery in Oslo. 
• A collection of Munch´s original graphic art was at loan at a student home in Oslo. Today 

most of these have disappeared. 
• A totally chaotic political and economic situation was created in connection with building 

of an absolute imperative new Munch Museum by Oslo´s seaside. Years of arguing has 
delayed a final decision, and still major problems are ahead. Instead of supporting a new 
museum a politician "wisely" proposed:  

 Since we experience that millions of people are visiting Munch-exhibitions abroad, why 
 can´t we rather send his paintings on an everlasting tour around the world? 

• Munch was strongly disliked by Adolf Hitler, but given unwanted praise by Minister of 
Nazi-propaganda Joseph Goebbels in Germany - the country where he was nick-named 
Unsere Munch (our Munch). 

• The schism has kept on after Munch´s death in 1944, but now as a practical, economic 
and political obstacle for the capital of Oslo. 

 
Munch in Hell has fully access to an extremely rich archive material consisting of his writings, 
his photographies and films he also shot of himself, and of course his paintings. We will film 
places where he lived and worked in order to recapture and undeline a documentary statement.  
Through his most astonishing self-portraits on celluloid and paintings we will follow him aging 
and give an intense experience on how he mirrored himself in different stages of life. From the 
self-concious young man to a complete, overgiven desillusioned, naked oldster. Through his 
private notes we can follow his daily menues, quarrels with tax authorities to practical, trivial 
work connected to his many exhibitions and portrait commissions of notabilities like Friedrich 
Nietzsche. In fact, Edvard Munch ran an extensive one-man firm. 
 
Munch in Hell will present a dramatic and deeply human story - apparently without any end. His 
given voice will observe in a laconic and contemplative way what happened to his life and to the 
unique legacy he left. The audience will be shocked and wonder how this could happen, and why 
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no one has told this story previously. This is Munch in Hell. 
 

 
 

Format: 52 min/festival length HD. In development.  
Estimated time of delivery : Winter 2016 

 
 
 
 

Financing  
Total budget: € 468 044 
Confirmed amount: € 101 378 
TV-channels involved: NRK (Norwegian Broadcast Corporation) 
Financiers involved: The Norwegian Film Institute, Fritt Ord Foundation 
Looking for: Distributors, co-producers and funders 
 
Director Stig Andersen 
Stig has directed TV- and cinema documentaries for more tha 30 years. His films have been 
presented at festivals worldwide, been award winning and among others represented at Museum 
og Modern Art in NY and aquired by The Andy Warhol Museum in Pittsburg. From 2008 - 2012 
Stig was commissioning editor at The Norwegian Film Institute. 
 
Indie Film  
Since 1998 Indie Film has produced both series and feature documentaries. Our output is film 
with strong, visual identity thematically surrounding human interest. Productions from the last 
years include critically acclaimed feature documentaries Ballet Boys (2014), Pushwagner (2011) 
and Trying Freedom (2008), the experimental short documentary Club 7 (2013), the web-series 
300 Seconds (VGTV 2011) and the award winning docudrama series The Institution (NRK 
2004). At IDFA 2014 we premiered our latest feature Ida´s Diary (2014) 
 
Contact info 
Producer Carsten Aanonsen, Indie Film. carsten@indiefilm.no  Phone +47 908 65 203 
hone +47 908 65 203 


